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Escaping Ideology 
by Jaiti@s Bowman 

A 
LL ART IS TO SOME EXTENT PROPAGANDA," c l a i m e d 

George Orwell, a view that was the corollary of 
his socialist belief that all human relationships 
had a political dimension. Though he himself 
was a robust conservative about some th ings-

patriotism, for example—he was essentially conced
ing the magnificent artistic heritage of his country 
to a form of Leninist brutalism by which aesthetic 
judgment was subordinated to political. It was a con
cession that was also being made, implicitly if not 
explicitly, by artists themselves at more or less the 
same time all over Europe and America. This surren
der to politics and, with it, utopianism is what is ulti
mately responsible for the decline of beauty in art so 
eloquently lamented in the new book. Beauty, by my 
colleague Roger Scruton. Beauty, like honor, demands 
consensus and is therefore in its essence nonpolitical. 
No wonder art seems to have no further use for it. 

Nowadays, even many conservatives have 
embraced political art, so long as the politics are—or 
can be construed to be—their own. This inversion of 
left-wing aesthetics holds that, especially in the pop
ular arts, what is good and receives the critical seal of 
approval is what serves the counter-revolution. It's 
hard to argue with that, but it is a view that obscures 
the essential truth that the revolutionary and the 
counter-revolutionary sides are not on all fours with 
each other. Wanting to politicize everything is not 
the same kind of enterprise as not wanting every
thing to be politicized—though the politicizers them
selves deny this by begging the question. If, in other 
words, everything is political, then the denial that 
everything is political is also political. 

I deny it! That's why I resist—not always success
fully—getting involved in compiling lists of "the 50 
greatest conservative movies," for example. Since 
only conservatives deny the rights of ideology to fil
ter representations of reality, the greatest conserva
tive movies, plays, novels, paintings, architectural or 

musical works are those that allow you to take a 
holiday from being conservative—or liberal or any
thing else political—and put you back in touch with a 
(for once) nonpolitical reality: the world as it really is 
and not as it must be supposed to be by the dictates 
of any ideology. Of course, in doing so, you have to 
ignore the ideologue's charge that your supposedly 
nonideological "reality" is ideological too. Reality for 
him does not exist apart from ideology. Hence, all art 
is to some extent propaganda. 

Sometimes I am inclined to think that conserva
tive art in this sense is a hopeless case or that, like 
Professor Scruton's Beauty, it has all but vanished out 
of the world of the popular culture. Then, suddenly, it 
pops up where it is least expected. I recently had occa
sion to go back and re-view La Femme Nikita (1990) 
by Luc Besson, the movie that, in my view, started 
the long process of development of the postmodern 
trope of the killer sexpot that culminated in Quentin 
Tarantino's Kill Bill movies of 2003-2004. At first 
Nikita seems to be propaganda because, like the later 
works of Quentin and the Taranteenies—including 
John Badham's dire American remake of Nikita, Point 
of No Beturn (1993)—it warmly embraces the politi
cally correct feminist view of human nature as essen
tially unisex—though I don't suppose the feminists 
are all that happy about the erotic charge that both 
M. Besson and Mr. Tarantino are obviously getting 
out of their examples of female empowerment. 

Yet, going back to the former's movie after 
almost 20 years, I realized that there is a subtlety to 
it that goes well beyond the ironies of the latter. Mr. 
Tarantino, that is, is confined to his postmodernist 
playground, a Neverand from which reality has been 
banished and in which both violence and sexiness 
are eternally filtered through other movies and 
comic books. Nikita, as the movie was called on its 
release in France, instead uses the violent and sexy 
idioms of the popular culture to shed some light on 
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the idea of the feminine itself in a way that is pro
foundly subversive of feminist and unisex ideology. 
In this sense it is propaganda too, I suppose—anti-
feminist propaganda. But there is also a sense in 
which being propaganda for organic and traditional 
ideas of human sex roles is not being propaganda at 
all. Rather, it is being anti-propaganda propaganda, 
as well as anti-feminist propaganda. 

The story of Nikita was an updating of the 
Pygmalion myth. Nikita, played by the waif-like 
Anne Parillaud, was not a flower seller, as in Shaw's 
play or the Lerner & Loewe musical. My Fair Lady, 
that was based on it, but a Parisian street punk who 
murders a policeman in cold blood in the terrif yingly 
gory opening scene and is then taken into custody by 
the French secret service to be trained as a profes
sional assassin, working for her country. The idea 
is of course as preposterously cartoonish and there
fore postmodern as anything dreamed up by Mr. 
Tarantino, and yet it redeems itself to an extent I 
would not have thought possible by the working 
out of its own postmodern premises in a rigorously 
realistic fashion. Say that such a thing could be, this 
is how it would turn out. Our heroine—just like a 
woman!—would fall for her mentor, in this case 
played by Tcheky Karyo, just as Eliza fell for Higgins, 
while he—just like a man—would fall in love as well, 
only more with the idea of his own creation than 
with poor Nikita herself. 

The idea is almost mythic and not all that far 
from Shaw's or Alan Jay Lerner's, only instead of 
instruction in speech and deportment and ladylike 
behavior, this Galatea is instructed in the use of 
firearms and silent killing techniques. In the end, it 
doesn't matter. Like Eliza Doolittle, Nikita remains 
all girl, her immersion in the hyper-male world of 
assassination and secret-agency—which, by the 
way, she is forced into—only makes her more femi
nine, more vulnerable, more desirous of finding a 
man to cling to. The fact that she also becomes good 
at killing people comes to seem almost an irrelevance 
to the question of who she is in a way that it could 
never be for a man. 

There is an eternal truth far beyond politics—at 
least for those of us who still suppose that anything 
is beyond politics—in this view of human nature. 
Even postmodernist art, which is normally taken up 
with trivialities and ironic borrowings from the art 
of the past, can express it. Or, rather, in expressing it 
such art immediately breaks through the self-
imposed limitations of postmodernism to return to 

one or another of the earlier styles that tried to rep
resent reality and not somebody else's representa
tion of it at two or three removes. 

AMORE RECENT EXAMPLE, also from France, 
where the pomo bug has not bitten so many or 
so severely as it has in the U.S., is The Class, 

winner of the Palme d'Or at last year's Cannes fes
tival and now on general release in this country. 
Directed by Laurent Cantet and based on a memoir, 
Entre les Murs, by Fran9ois Begaudeau—who also 
stars in the film—it is a documentary-style recreation 
of the author's experiences as a teacher in a multi
ethnic Parisian lycee. Like Nikita, the movie at first 
appears to conform to well-worn movie conventions, 
American as well as foreign—in this case conven
tions about what inner-city schools are like: dedi
cated teachers confronting tough, cynical, disturbed, 
even criminal pupils and reclaiming them, more or 
less, both for scholarship and society. I can't imagine 
that it would have won at Cannes—according to Sean 
Penn, the chairman of the jury, "unanimously"—if 
audiences were not predisposed to see in it a reitera
tion of some such quasi-propagandistic "message" as 
that. 

To my eye, however, Messrs. Cantet and 
Begaudeau have blown that convention to smith
ereens, and with it the liberal and multicultural 
ideology. What emerges instead is the reality of the 
liberal but useless good intentions of the teacher and 
their inadequacy to bring about anything like the 
proper education of these uncomprehending pupils 
whom he has unwisely chosen to treat as equals. 
They are not monsters. They only learn from him 
to treat him and the culture he represents with the 
contempt that poisons the educational enterprise. 
As a result, there is a tragicomic grace in this man's 
reduction to helplessness and impotence: tragic 
because it makes such a dreadful contrast with the 
nobility of his and his liberal society's aspirations 
and comic because neither he nor that society dares 
acknowledge his failure as such. As usual, ideology 
obscures reality—and it is the job of art not to pro
mote some rival ideology but to clear ideology away 
in order to expose the reality beneath. # 

James Bowman, our movie and culture critic, is a 
resident scholar at the Ethics and Public Policy Center. 
He is the author o/Honor: A History and Media Mad
ness: The Corruption of Our Political Culture, both 
published by Encounter Books. 
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Risky Business 
HE BATTLE TO FEED HUMANITY IS OVER. I n t h e 

1970s the world will experience famines-
hundred of millions of people are going to 
starve to death." So wrote Stanford profes
sor Paul Ehrlich in The Population Bomb 
(1968). The sky-is-falling crowd soon tired of 
Malthusian famine and embraced a new 
calamity: global cooling. A 1975 Newsweek 

article noted "sudden, large increases in Northern 
Hemisphere snow cover" and agonized over "a rever
sion to [a] little ice age." A decade later, the end was 
still imminent, this time through the reduced sun
light that would follow a nuclear war. Nuclear winter, 
as it was called, was turned into a consciousness-
raising fright movie. The Day After (1983), a genre 
that has proven to be profitable. Count on Americans 
to make a buck on Armageddon. 

Now, of course, it is global warming, the tempo
rarily triumphant meme in the apocalyptic mind. 
The lyrics change, but the tune is eternal: govern
ment powers need to be expanded; optimists need 
to browbeaten and separated from their property. 
The Martians/asteroids/glaciers are coming, and 

when they do, everyone will be 
grateful for the costly precau
tions forced upon us. Of course, 
who or what is coming is hard 
to say. The world will someday 
end with fire or ice, but we 
await clarification as to the 
proximate causes. The menu of 

looming catastrophes is a long one, growing with our 
advancing knowledge of the universe and powers of 
self-immolation. 

Global Catastrophic Risks, a collection of two 
dozen learned and generally balanced essays, can
vasses this dismal scene and dishes up warnings 
and advice. This is a book in which shriveling retire
ment accounts and the looming bankruptcy of the 
automobile industry do not register. The editors, 
Nick Bostrom and Milan Cirkovic, direct our gaze at 

Craig S. Lerner is associate dean for academic affairs 
and professor of law at the George Mason University 
School of Law. 
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"existential risks," dangers so grave that, should 
they happen once, "there would be no opportunity 
to learn from the experience." These are catas
trophes that threaten humanity, intelligent life of 
any kind, and possibly all life on earth. Or worse. 
Imagine, if you will, "permanent and extreme forms 
of slavery or mind control" at the hands of a geneti
cally enhanced Stalin or supercharged computer. 
Extinction would be a blessing. 

As A SPECIES, we face threats from the cosmos 
and from ourselves. Geological records sug
gest five ruptures over the past half-billion 

years, when most of the then extant species died 
out. Only for the last mass extinction, 65 million 
years ago and likely coinciding with the collision of 
a massive asteroid, is there anything approaching 
a scientific consensus. The other calamities are still 
shrouded in mystery, possible explanations being 
meteors, supervolcanos, solar flares, supernovae 
explosions, or (my favorite) gamma ray bursts. 

Then there are the new threats, of man's own 
making. Two chapters consider nuclear war and ter
rorism, but others sketch far more imaginative and 
comprehensive catastrophes. The nascent fields of 
genetic engineering, nanotechnology, and artificial 
intelligence may give rise to weapons more powerful 
by multiples than anything we can conceive today. 
Furthermore, building an atomic bomb is compli
cated; this may be less true for newer technologies. 
As a gloss on the increasing ease with which human
ity-imperiling weapons might be invented, Eliezer 
Yudkowsky rewrites the canonical Moore's Law as: 
"Every 18 months, the minimum IQ necessary to 
destroy the world drops by one point." Monitoring 
every nation-state determined to build an atomic 
bomb is hard enough; monitoring every rogue scien
tist and angst-ridden teenager bent on Armageddon 
may prove impossible. As Chris Phoenix and Mike 
Treder note in their chapter on nanotechnology, 
"The likelihood of at least one powerful actor being 
insane is not small." 

Ruminations along these lines lead, in chapter 
after chapter, to the so-called Fermi Paradox. The 
legend behind the paradox is a lunchtime conversa-
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